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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, the existence of solutions is studied for the Picard boundary 
value problem 
x” +f(t, x, x’) = 0, (1.1) 
x(u) = x(b) = 0, (1.2) 
where b > a and f: [a, b] x H” x R” + R” is a continuous function. The 
results are inspired by and improve the ones given by J. Mawhin [ 1, 21. They 
are also related to results of J. Schroder [ 3 1. Further references to the same 
problem can be found in the above mentioned papers. 
The boundary value problem (l.l), (1.2) can be transformed into the 
integral equation 




s) = (b - t)(s - a) 
b-a 
for a<s<t<b 
= (b - ~10 - a) 
b-a 
for a ,< t < s < b. 
Consequently, the problem consists in finding a fixed point for the mapping 
T: C;(a, b] --+ C:[a, 61 
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defined by 
(TX)(~) = l; G(t, s)f(s, x(s), x’(s)) ds (1.4) 
and where C;[a, b] is the Banach space of C’ functions X: [u, b] + IR”, with 
the norm 
For x. 4’ E R”, the scalar product is denoted by (x, v), the norm by 1x1. 
The existence of a fixed point for the mapping T will be based on the 
following theorem, which is a simple and classical application of Leray- 
Schauder degree theory. Let us recall that a mapping T from a Banach space 
X into itself is called compact if T is continuous and maps bounded sets into 
relatively compact sets. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a Banach space, A : X + X be a compact mapping 
such that I-A is one to one, and Q an open bounded set such that 
0 E (I -A)(R). Then the compact mapping T: 6+X has a fixed point in d 
iSfor any ), E (0, l), the equation 
x=ATx+ (1 -A)Ax (1.5) 
has no solution x on the boundary 30 of R. 
Theorem 1 is proven simply by using the invariance of the 
Leray-Schauder degree (Lloyd [ 4]), with respect to an homotopy. If T has 
no fixed point on X2 and if Eq. (1.5) has no solution x E ZJR for A E (0, 1). 
this invariance implies that the Leray-Schauder degree d,, (I -IT - 
(1 - ,%)A, R, 0) is independent of A E 10, 1 ] and thus equal to f 1, its value 
for A = 0 (cfr. Lloyd [4, Theorem 4.3.141). This means that the equation 
x - Tx = 0 has then a solution in Q. 1 
This argument to prove the existence of a solution is basically the same as 
in [ 1,2]. The main differences with respect to those papers lie in the choice 
of the set R and of the operator A. 
The basic idea of this paper is to find conditions on the function f in 
(1. 1), which are such that, for some suitably chosen Q c C;[a, b] and A, 
Theorem 1 applies to the mapping T defined by (1.4). 
The main result presented here is Theorem 2. In that theorem, some upper 
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bounds are assume to hold for (x, f(t, x, y)); with those bounds, it can be 
shown that for any solution of (1.5), Ix(l)1 and 
I” Ix’(t)l* dt (1 
are bounded, independently of 1 E 10, 11. It then remains to prove that Ix’(r)1 
is bounded in a similar way; this is done by assuming that l(y,f(t, x, v))l 
satisfies some Nagumo-type condition. The use of such conditions to relate 
bounds on 
I 
b lx’(t)l* dt 
0 
and Ix’(r)1 is discussed in Section 2. 
In Section 4, the results of Theorem 2 are particularized with conditions 
on f that are easier to check, such as: 
w-(h-GY))<A Ixl+~IxIIvl~ for Ix I large. 
For the scalar case x E R, this leads to a well-known condition on A and B. 
An application of Theorem 2 in case x E R, leads in Section 5 to a direct 
proof of the classical existence theorem for the boundary value problem 
(l.l), (1.2) using upper and lower solutions. 
2. THE BERNSTEIN-NAGUMO PROBLEM 
The following lemma is an immediate application of results given by 
Mawhin 121. 
LEMMA 1. Let x: [a, b] + R” be an absolutely continuous function with 
an absolutely continuous derivative. Assume that for almost every t E [a, b], 
one has 
IWW, x”(O)1 < h(lx’W Ix’(OL (2.1) 






Ix’(t)l <g ([ Ix’(t)l* dr ), 
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It is easy to show that g is continuous and increasing on R +. Notice that, 
if h(s) = A + Bsq with A > 0, B > 0, q > 0, condition (2.2) holds if and only 
if q < 3. 
3. THE MAIN EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR THE PICARD PROBLEM 
Consider the boundary value problem (1. l), (1.2). It will be assumed 
throughout that the function 
is continuous, in which case the mapping 
T: C:[a, 61 -t C;[a, b] 
defined by (1.4) is compact and Theorem 1 can be applied if a suitable 
operator A and a set 0 can be built, under appropriate conditions on f. In 
Theorem 2 we shall use 
(Ax)(f) = -f G(t, s) k2 x(s) ds, 
0 
(3.1) 
with k # 0, and 
a= {x E C: [a, bl I Vf E la, bl, Ix(f)1 < WI, Ix’O)l < PL (3.2) 
where 
0: la, bl -+ R+\(O) 
in some strictly positive C* function and where p > 0. It is clear that such a 
set R is open and bounded in C: [a, b]. 
THEOREM 2. Assume rhaf fhere exist a twice dlflerenfiable funcfion 
~:[a,b]~R+\(O} 
and a continuous function 
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verifying the following conditions: for any (t, x, y) such that t E la, 61, 
1x1 = #(I>, (x, Y) = 1x1 d’(t), one has 
G) w-(6 X9Y)) < 40) m w>, f(O) + I Y I2 - 4’OY~ (3.3) 
(ii) 4” + F(t, $3 4’) < 0. (3.4) 
Assume moreover there exist numbers a E [0, 1) and /3 > 0 such that, for 
any (t,x, y) with t E [a, b], [xl< b(t) and y E ff ?n, one has 
(iii) (x~f(~7x,y)),<aly12 +P, (3.5 1 
(iv) I(~~f(~~x.~))l~h(iyl)I~I~ (3.6) 
where 
h: H+ -+ R+\(O) 
is increasing, continuous and satisfies condition (2.2). 
Then, the problem (1.1) (1.2) has at least one solution x* such that 
Ix*(r)1 < sW),for any t E la, b]. 
ProoJ Let A be defined by (3.1) and R by (3.2). It will be shown that 
I -A is one to one and that if p and k are chosen large enough, no solution 
of (1.5), with T defined by (1.4), can belong to cX! for A E (0, 1). In that 
case, the existence of a solution x* E fi results from Theorem 1. 
To prove that I-A is one to one, let us notice that x-Ax = 0 is 
equivalent to the boundary value problem 
x” = k2x, (3.7) 
x(a) =x(b) = 0. (3.8) 
Equation (3.7) can be integrated explicitly. Its solution reads 
x(t) = k, ekr + k2ek’, 
where k, and k, are integration constants. It follows that the unique solution 
of (3.7) (3.8) is x = 0 and the operator I -A is one to one. 
Secondly, if x E X! is a solution of (1.5), either there exists r E (a, b) such 
that 
Ixu)l’ - fw 
reaches the maximum value 0 for t = { (Ix(a)\ = g)(a) or Ix(b)\ =4(b) is 
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impossible, since 4 > 0), or there exists q E [a, b 1 such that ix’(rj)l = p. Let 
us prove that none of these two situations can occur for sufficiently large p. 
Assume that Ix(l)l’ - 4’(t) reaches the maximum value 0 for t = <E (a, b). 
Then the following relations hold 
I-w = Q(r). (3.9) 
W)9 x’(O) - 4(r) G’(5) = 03 (3.10) 
I = CW. x”(O) + b’(t)i2 - 4(t) V(t) - tW)2 < 0. (3. I 1) 
Let us recall that x is assumed to be a solution of (1.5) i.e., 
X”(I) + 1.(t, x(f), x’(f)) = (1 - A) k2 x(t). 
Using this equation together with (3.4), (3.9) and (3.10) one obtains for 
ci E (0, I), 
I = - &%f(t, x(t), x’(t))) - W’(t) M) + (1 - AM(k’# - 0”) 
+ Ix’(r)12 _ (xm x’(m2 
IW12 
lx’(‘- +,‘;;” +)(k2qi-#“)I. 
X 
From (3.3) and Schwartz’s inequality, it follows that 
I>0 
if k2 is large enough, which contradicts (3.11). 
Next, it will be proven that, for any solution x of (1.5) satisfying the 
condition Ix(l)1 Q o(1), Ix’(t)1 is necessarily bounded, independently of 
A E [0, 1). The existence of that upper bound allows an appropriate 
definition of p in (3.2). 
Let x be a solution of (1.5); then 
(x(f), x”(f)) + A(x(t),f(t, x(f), x’(r))) = (1 - A) k* jx(t)12. 
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Integrating by parts and taking into account the 
one gets 
boundary conditions (1.2), 
- jb I-W)12 dt + J { (x(t),f(t, x(t), x’(t))) df 
-0 0 
= (1 - A) 1” k* Ix(r)l* dt. 
-a 
But, it results from (3.5) that, if Ix(t)] < 4(t), 
-lb Ix’(t)l’dt + &3(b - a) + a~ 1” Ix’(f)l’dt 
0 -0 
> (1 - A) 1.” k’ \x(t)]* dt. 
.o 
It follows that 
I.b/xr(t)12dt< [fi(b-a)]/(1 -a)=K. 
-0 
Using Lemma 1 and (3.6), an upper bound is found for Ix’(f)]: 
IX’(~)1 < g(W, vt E [a, b]. 
Therefore any number larger than g(K) can be taken for p in the definition of 
R (3.2) and the theorem follows. 1 
Remark. 1. Condition (3.5) can be replaced by 
w-(~~ x9 u)> < lY12 + P - Y If(c x9 YI (3.12) 
for some p> 0 and y > 0 provided the function h in (3.6) satisfies 
(3.13) 
The assumption (3.12) contains the classical Nagumo-Hartman condition 
for the vector case (Hartman [ 5, p. 428-43 1 I). 
2. Notice that (3.5), (3.6) with (2.2) are satisfied if f(r,x,y) = -x ]y13 
although (3.12), (3.6) with (3.13) are not. This illustrates the advantage of 
the formulation used in Theorem 2 over the classical Nagumo-Hartman con- 
dition. 
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4. A PARTICULAR CASE 
A special choice will now be made for the function F appearing in (3.3), 
(3.4). That choice corresponds to conditions on f that should be easy to 
check. 
Let us assume that, for some positive numbers R*, A, B, C and D, the 
following relations hold : 
(i) for any tE ]u,b], lxl>R*,~E~” 
hf(~~x~Y))~~ Ix12 +B 14 IYI (4.1) 
(ii) for any IE [u,b], Ixl<R*,yEl~” 
WO~X,Y))<C+DIYI. (4.2) 
Moreover, let us assume that for any R > 0, there exists a function 
hR:T!!++r?’ \(O) satisfying (2.2) such that for any r E [a, b], Ix] <R and 
yE F?” 
I(YLmX~ YIN G MYI) IYI. (4.3) 
It is our aim now to find conditions on A, B that ensure that all 
hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied. Notice first that condition (3.5) can 
be satisfied for any a > 0 by taking /3 large enough (once q+(t) has been 
defined). So the conditions that need to be examined are (3.3) and (3.4). 
Define F by 
F(t,u,o)= A +$ u+Blvl. 
( 1 
(4.4) 




<$lxl’- I(;;)i2 +lY1*+~I(~~Y~l-~I~lIYl~ 
it is easy to see that condition (3.3) is satisfied provided that $(I) > R*, since 
W-(~~X~Y))<~ 142+B141~l 
2 < A++- ( 1 ,xl* _ I(4 Y12 Ix12 + lY12 + B I(XvYI 
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for any I E [a, 61, 1x1 = g(t) and y such that 
0 = q$’ (t)* 
1x1 
Then, it results from theorem 2 that, if f verifies (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), the 
Picard problem (1. 1 ), (1.2) has a solution if there exists a function 4 such 
that #(I) > R*, Vt E [a, b] and verifying (3.4) i.e., 
on ]u, b]. 
In particular, if the positively homogeneous equation 
9”+Bl9’7+ A+$ 9=0 
( 1 
(4.5 1 
has a strictly positive solution 9 on [a, bj, Theorem 2 applies with 
,$=R* ‘@) 
min 9(t) * 
The existence of such a solution 9 for (4.5) can be studied directly or 
reference can be made to results of Bailey et al. 161. It appears that (4.5) has 
a strictly positive solution on ]a, b j if 
(4.6a) 
For B = 0, the condition to be considered is 
2 
A < (bnu)’ 
(4.6b) 




The above discussion is summarized in the following theorem. 
(4.6~) 
THEOREM 3. Assume that f verifies conditions (4.1), (4.2), (4.3). where 
h, satisfies condition (2.2). Then, if the numbers A, B satisfy the relation 
(4.6), the problem (1. l), (1.2) has at least one solution. 
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In 11, 21, conditions similar to (4.1) have been considered. It was assumed 
that A + B ( 1 for b - II = n. This last condition is more stringent than (4.6). 
Slightly different conditions could also be obtained by replacing (4.1) by 
(x,~(~,.Y,.Y))<(A l~~*+Bixll~l+C(~~~). (4.7) 
On the other hand, if n = 1, the definition of F in (4.4) can be replaced by 
F(f,u,c)=Au+Blul. 
It is easy to check that the hypothesis (3.3) of Theorem 2 is still verified with 
this definition of F. Following the same approach as above, one has then to 
find conditions under which the equation 
has a strictly positive solution on [a, b]. This leads to the following results. 
THEOREM 4. Let n = 1 and assume that f verifies (4.1), (4.2), (4.3). 
Then, the problem (1. l), (1.2) has at least one solution if 
2I-(A, B) > b-u, (4.8 ) 
where 
f(A, B) = 2~” tanh-‘(h/B) for o = B2 - 4A > 0 
= 2(-~)-“~tan-‘(~/B) for a<0 
= 2/B for c7 = 0. 
This last result is well known and can be found in Gaines and Mawhin 
[ 71. It is known that the result is optimal in the sense that, if 
2QA, B) < b -a, there exist functions f verifying (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), for 
FIG. I. Regions (4.6) and (4.8). 
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which no solution exists for the Picard problem. Theorem 4 shows that our 
Theorem 1 contains this optimal result for a scalar equation as a particular 
case. The curves delimiting the regions defined by (4.6) and (4.8) are 
represented in Fig. 1 for b - a = 1. 
5. THE SCALAR CASE 
Consider now the problem (l.l), (1.2) in case x E TK (i.e., n = 1). Using 
the ideas of Theorem 2, one proves the following result. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that there exist twice dflerentiable functions (D and 
w such that for any t E [a, b] : 
(i> VW < v(t), 
co(a) < 0 < w(a). v(b) < 0 < v(b); 
(ii) (P” +f(t, 4% 9’) > 0, yl” +f(t, VI. w’) < 0 
Assume moreover that there exists numbers a E 10, 1) and p > 0 such that 
for any t E [a, b ], cp(t) <x < w(t) and y E R 
(iii) xf(t, x9 Y) < aY z + P, 
(iv) I./T, xv VI 4 41 Y I), 
where 
h:R+ -+M+\{O) 
is increasing, continuous and satisfies condition (2.2). 
Then the problem (l.l), (1.2) h as at least one solution x* such that 
p(t) < x*(t) < w(t),for any t E [a, b]. 
Proof. Let A be defined by 
(Ax)(t) = -c G(t, s) [k’ (x-y) + “’ ; @] (s) ds 
+I7 
and let 
R = (x E C, [a, bj 1 Vt E [a, b] q(t) < x(t) < w(t), Ix’(t)1 <PI. 
As in Theorem 2, one proves that I-A is one to one and that R contains 
the fixed point of A. 
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Secondly if x E ~32 is a solution of (1.5) such that x(t) - ~(1) reaches the 
maximum value 0 for r = <E [a, 61, then x(r) = w(r), x’(r) = w’(r) and 
x”(t) = -lf(t, w(4). w’(t)) + (1 - i) k* y + “’ ; 9” 
I 
(r) 
> w’(r) + (1 - A) w”(r) = w”(r), 
which is a contradiction. Similarly x(t) -q(f) cannot reach the minimum 
value 0 for some f = < E (a, b). 
At last, using the argument of Theorem 2, we choose p large enough so 
that no solution of (1.5) belongs to X! and is such that for some q E la, b 1. 
I-y’(rl)l = P. 1 
Remark. Theorem 5 corresponds essentially to Theorem 2, if one uses 
the variable 
u=x- 
Y(l) + 9(0 
2 
and the function 
VW - 90) 
W) = 2 . 
One can change assumptions (iii) and (iv) that produce the a priori bound 
on :x’(l)/. This leads to the more classical result. 
THEOREM 6. Assume that there exist twice dlflerentiable functions 9 and 
ty such that for any t E [a, b 1 
6) (D(l) < v(t), 
9(a) < 0 < w(a)3 v(b) < 0 < w(b); 
(ii) 9” >fk 999')t Y” <f(h VI9 w’). 
Assume moreover that there exists a continuous function 
h: li+ + IT<+\(O} 
such that 
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and for any t E [a, b], p(t) < x < v(t) and y E FI 
(iii) ML -rr Y)l s h(l Y I). 
Then the problem (1.1) (1.2) has at least one solution x* such that 
v(f) S x*(f) S v(t),for any I E la, bl. 
Proof: It suffkes to see that (iii) implies that if A and R are defined as in 
Theorem 5 and p is large enough, no solution x of (I .5) belongs to 80 and is 
such that for some 4 E [a, b 1, Ix’(q)1 = p. For such a proof, see, for instance, 
Hartman 151. 1 
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